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Abstrat

Probabilisti logi programming o�ers a way of dealing with both rela-

tional and unertain knowledge. As researh in this �eld has lead to nu-

merous formalisms, originating from diverse origins, it is not always easy

to get a lear piture of this domain. In this work, we present a general

\framework" for looking at suh formalisms. We show how several atual

formalisms �t into this view and how this leads to a learer view on the

relationships between them.

1 Introdution and Motivation

One way of dealing with both relational and unertain knowledge, is by a om-

bination of �rst order logi and probability theory. Researh onerning this topi

has not only lead to theoretial probabilisti logis, but also | analogous to logi

programming and �rst order logi | to several more pratial \probabilisti logi

programming" formalisms. These have originated from a multitude of domains

suh as logi programming, mahine learning and relational databases. However,

relatively few ontributions have attempted to larify the relationships between

these formalisms beyond the usual unmotivated \formalism X is more general

than formalism Y"-laims.

In this work, we o�er a �rst step towards remedying this situation. In setion 2,

we give an exat de�nition of our domain of disourse and o�er a general overview.

In setion 3, we present a general desription of a probabilisti logi programming

\framework". In setion 4, we then disuss three atual formalisms and show how

they �t into the general framework and what information this an give us about

the relationships between them. While researh of this kind might not be highly

innovative, we believe that, given the urrent state of the domain of probabilisti

logi programming, it does onstitute a useful ontribution, perhaps even more so

than the introdution of \yet another formalism".
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2 Probabilisti Logi Programming

Before atually going into the details of the �eld of probabilisti logi programming,

it is neessary to be preise about what, in this work, will be onsidered the de�n-

ition of this domain. Here, we hoose to de�ne a probabilisti logi programming

formalism (as opposed to a \probabilisti logi") as one in whih eah program

spei�es a single probability distribution over some logial entity. For instane, a

typial type 2 approah (see below) will express a single probability distribution

over a set of possible worlds, while a typial type 1 (see below) approah might

express a single probability distribution over the Herbrand universe.

This de�nition an be motivated by onsidering the analogy with logi and lo-

gi programming. In general, the semantis of a logi (in the mathematial sense)

is de�ned by a relation (usually denoted as j=) speifying whih mathematial

strutures are onsidered models of a ertain theory in this logi. Logi program-

ming, however, ould be seen as attempting to selet a single \intended" model

from all mathematial models (e.g. by onsidering only Herbrand models, making

the losed world assumption, et.).

Nevertheless, this de�nition is still rather arbitrary. For instane, it exludes,

rather ironially, the �rst ever formalism to expliitly use this term: \Probabilisti

Logi Programs" by Subrahmanian and Ng [6℄. Indeed, this approah does not

attempt to de�ne a single probability distribution, but instead uses probability

intervals to impose onstraints on a set of possible distributions. Given the limited

size of this ontribution, it suits us to exlude suh formalisms from onsideration.

In the remainder of this setion, we present a way to ategorize probabilisti

logi programming formalisms (as de�ned above). In [3℄, Halpern makes some

important fundamental observations onerning �rst order logis of probability.

In partiular, he distinguishes two di�erent types of semantis for suh a logi:

the so-alled type 1 and type 2 semantis. Traditionally, the intuition behind this

distintion is made lear by presenting the two following sentenes.

� Type 1: \The probability that a randomly hosen bird ies, is greater than

0.9." (Randomness follows from the proess of hoosing a bird.)

� Type 2: \The probability that Tweety (a partiular bird) ies, is greater

than 0.9."(Randomness follows from our lak of knowledge.)

We an therefore make a distintion between formalisms representing the more

\objetive" type 1 knowledge and those representing the more \subjetive" type

2 knowledge. In setion 4.3, Stohasti Logi Programs [1, 5℄, a formalism whih

expresses type 1 knowledge, will be disussed.

Most of the work onerning probabilisti logi programming fouses on type

2 knowledge. To further ategorize these remaining formalisms, we an look at

whether they grew out of an attempt to extend logi programming with probability

or one to onstrut a �rst-order version of a well-known propositional probabilisti

framework. These last formalisms allow the representation of an entire \lass" of

propositional models, from whih, for a spei� query, an appropriate model an

then be onstruted \at run-time". Some examples of this approah, usually re-

ferred to as Knowledge Based Model Constrution, are: Bayesian Logi Programs



of Kersting and De Raedt [4℄ whih will be disussed in setion 4.2 and Probabil-

isti Relational Models by Getoor et al [2℄.

Finally, the type 2 extensions of logi programming ontain formalisms suh

as Poole's Independent Choie Logi [7℄, whih we will disuss in setion 4.1, and

Programming In Statistial Modeling by Sato et al [8℄.

3 General framework

Having de�ned our domain of disourse, we now give a general desription of suh

a formalism, into whih we will, in setion 4, �t several atual approahes. Sine,

as any relevant textbook will show, the onept of the experiment

1

lies at the heart

of probability theory, it will also feature prominently in our disussion. Indeed,

taking suh an experiment-entri view, we an formulate the aim of probabilisti

logi programming (as de�ned in setion 2) as that of allowing the de�nition of

a single omplex experiment (the semantis of the entire program) (e.g. that of

determining whih of a set of possible world is the \real" one) in terms of a number

of smaller experiments (the semantis of some \part" of the program).

More spei�ally, the semantis of some probabilisti logi program de�nes a

set of experiments. In general, this set ould be de�ned indutively, i.e. the set of

possible outomes or their probability is allowed to depend on the results of some

\previous" experiments. Eah result of suh an experiment has, by de�nition, a

probability. The semantis of the formalism then o�ers a \ombination funtion"

2

,

whih spei�es the probability of eah \total result" (i.e. a result for eah experi-

ment), in terms of the probabilities of the results of individual experiments. This

yields a ombined probability spae, whih then, �nally, is mapped into some sort

of result spae, whih fully de�nes the semantis of the formalism.

As suh, the semantis of a probabilisti logi programming formalism an be

ompletely desribed by stating whih experiments it de�nes, how the probabilities

of these simple experiments are ombined and how the resulting probability spae

is translated to a result spae.

4 A Detailed Comparison

In this setion, we disuss a single formalism hosen from eah of the ategories

presented in setion 2. We have based this hoie both on our own opinion of whih

formalism best represents an entire approah and on the availability of literature

omparing the hosen formalisms to others; [4℄ ompares BLPs to a number of

other formalisms, while [1℄ does the same for SLPs. We will give a desription of

eah of these formalisms, show how they �t in the terminology of setion 3 and

attempt to larify the relationships between them. To illustrate this, we will also

represent the Hidden MarkovModel (HMM) of �gure 1 in eah of these formalisms.

1

By \experiment", we simply mean a probability distribution over some set of possible results.

2

To avoid onfusion, it should be noted that our use of this term is unrelated to ombination

funtions in the ontext of Bayesian networks.
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Figure 1: A Hidden Markov Model

4.1 Independent Choie Logi

The Independent Choie Logi (ICL) [7℄ originated as a probabilisti generaliz-

ation of abdutive logi programming. A program in this logi onsists of two

parts: A normal logi program F and a set C of delarations of following form

random([a

1

: �

1

; : : : ; a

n

: �

n

℄), with a

i

atoms (sometimes alled hypotheses or

abduibles) and �

i

2 [0; 1℄, suh that

P

�

i

= 1. Furthermore, suh a pair (C;F )

must satisfy following onditions: F must be ayli, no atom a

i

appearing in a

random-statement in C may unify with another atom a

j

whih also appears in a

random-statement in C and no head of a lause in F may unify with an atom a

i

appearing in C.

The semantis of an ICL program is de�ned using the onept of a \total

hoie", whih is simply a seletion of an atom a

ij

from eah ground instantiation

of a random-delaration j. Eah suh hoie orresponds to a possible world,

namely the unique stable model of F augmented with the hosen fats a

ij

. Sine

total hoies are mutually exlusive, there is only one hoie for eah possible world.

The probability of a world is

Q

j

�

ij

, where �

ij

is the probability assoiated with

atom a

ij

hosen from random-delaration j.

So, rephrasing this in our terminology, eah random-statement de�nes a single

experiment, namely that whih hooses an atom from its argument-list. The prob-

abilities �

ij

are ombined into a probability for eah total result by assuming in-

dependene between the simple experiments, i.e. the \ombination funtion" used

is simple multipliation. This ombined probability spae is than transformed into

the \result spae", by mapping eah set of hoies to the unique stable model of

the lauses F and the hosen fats.

This disussion shows that, in modeling the HMM of �gure 1, the state trans-

itions and possible output will need to be represented by random-statements, while

the struture of the HMM will be modeled in the logial part:

state(S; T ) state(Sprev; T � 1); goto(Sprev; S; T � 1):

out(C; T ) state(S; T ); out(S;C; T ):

state(s0; 0): goto(s2; s2; T ):

random([goto(s0; s1; T ) : 0:3; goto(s0; s0; T ) : 0:7℄):

random([goto(s1; s2; T ) : 0:2; goto(s1; s1; T ) : 0:8℄):

random([out(s0; a; T ) : 0:2; out(s0; b; T ) : 0:8℄):

random([out(s0; b; T ) : 0:9; out(s0; ; T ) : 0:1℄):



random([out(s0; b; T ) : 0:3; out(s0; ; T ) : 0:7℄):

The interesting part of this formalism, is that the probabilisti and logial part

serve ompletely separate purposes: The random-statements de�ne a very simple

hane-setup and the logial part serves only to derive the �nal possible worlds.

4.2 Bayesian Logi Programs

Bayesian Logi Programs [4℄, or BLPs for short, are based on the (propositional)

onept of Bayesian networks. Eah ground atom a with prediate-symbol p rep-

resents a random variable, whih an take on a value from a domain d

p

assoiated

with this prediate p. A lause in a BLP is of the form H j A

1

; : : : ; A

n

, with H

and the A

i

atoms. Suh a lause requires a onditional probability table (CPT) to

be assoiated with it, speifying the onditional probability of eah possible value

for the random variables orresponding to the atom in the head, given the values

of those orresponding to the atoms in the body. For eah prediate p, there is at

most one lause with p in its head

3

.

The semantis of a BLP is de�ned by relating it bak to a Bayesian network. As

previously mentioned, eah element of the Herbrand base orresponds to a node.

There is an edge from a node representing ground atom X to a node representing

ground atom Y if the program ontains a lause  = X

0

: � : : : ; Y

0

; : : :, for whih a

substitution � exists, suh that X

0

� = X and Y

0

� = Y . The CPT assoiated with

suh an edge is simply that whih was assoiated with lause . In order for this

semantis to work, this Bayesian network must obviously be well de�ned, i.e. the

number of parents of eah node must be �nite and, just as in ICL, the program

must be ayli.

So, eah lause in a BLP de�nes a simple experiment, namely that of hoos-

ing one possible values for the prediate of the atom in its head. The probabil-

ity distribution on these possible outomes obviously depends on the outome of

\previous" experiments, i.e. those orresponding to the atoms in its body. This

explains the neessity of the ayliity ondition. The probabilities of these simple

experiments are then ombined by making the usual independene assumptions of

Bayesian networks. The resulting ombined probability spae gives the semantis

of the BLP.

Modeling the HMM of �gure 1 by a BLP, is rather straightforward:

out(T ) j state(T ):

state(T ) j state(T � 1):

state(0):

out(T ) state(T ) = s

0

� = s

1

� = s

2

a 0.2 0 0

b 0.8 0.9 0.3

 0 0.1 0.7

3

Tehnially speaking, a BLP an have multiple lauses for a ertain prediate. However, in

this ase, a ombination rule must be given, whih spei�es how these lauses an be ombined

to a single lause.



state(0)

s

0

1

s

1

0

s

2

0

state(T ) state(T � 1) = s

0

� = s

1

� = s

2

s

0

0.7 0 0

s

1

0.3 0.8 0

s

2

0 0.2 1

Comparing this disussion to that of ICL in setion 4.1, we see that the mayor

di�erene between these two formalism lies in the fat that the logial part of

a BLP strutures the set of experiments it desribes (and therefore BLPs use

onditional probabilities), while ICL desribes a \at" set of experiments and uses

its logial part only in mapping the ombined probability spae to a result spae.

In transforming a BLP to an ICL program, we need one random-statement

for eah possible experiment in the BLP, i.e. one for eah possible assignment

of values to the atoms in the body of eah lause. Therefore, we need to make

the value of an atom, whih is basially an impliit argument in a BLP, expliit.

We then split a BLP lause into a set of lauses, namely one for eah possible

instantiation of the extra arguments. A suh, eah of these new lauses needs

to desribe exatly one unonditional ICL experiment. We an aomplish this,

by splitting suh a lause further, i.e. reating a new lause for eah possible

instantiation of the extra argument of the atom in its head and di�erentiating the

bodies aordingly by adding a new arti�ial atom to them. It then suÆes to

provide an appropriate random-statement for these new atoms. In this way, these

arti�ial atoms allow us to simulate the onditional probabilities of a BLP by a

set of independent experiments.

Conversely, a de�nite ICL programs an also be transformed to a BLP. The

translation of a random-statement is straightforward: For a random-statement

with n hoies, we reate a new atom with domain 1; : : : ; n and add lauses with

degraded CPTs, stating that if this new atom takes on value i then (with probab-

ility 1) the ith element from the random-statement holds. The logial part of an

ICL program an be modeled by giving eah of the atoms a domain ftrue; falseg

and using degraded CPTs to simulate the logial semantis of the lauses, i.e. the

head is true if and only if all atoms in the body are true.

4.3 Stohasti Logi Programs

Stohasti Logi Programs [1℄, or SLPs for short, are a probabilisti generalization

of stohasti ontext free grammars, whih \generate" SLD refutations. A SLP

onsists of a set of range-restrited de�nite Horn lauses. Eah lause  has a label

�



2 [0; 1℄, whih spei�es the probability that  is used in an SLD-refutation when

an atom with the same prediate as that in the head of  needs to be resolved. As

suh, denoting by C

p

the set of all lauses with a prediate symbol p in the head,

the ondition that

P

2C

p

�



= 1 is imposed

4

.

SLPs represent type 1 knowledge. More preisely, the probability of eah

ground instantiation p(a

1

; : : : ; a

n

) of a prediate p=n is de�ned as the sum of

the probabilities of eah proof for p(a

1

; : : : ; a

n

), normalized by the sum of the

4

For simpliity, here we only onsider \normalized, pure SLPs".



probabilities of eah proof for p(X

1

; : : : ; X

n

). In this formula, the probability of a

proof using lause  a number of t() times is

Q



�

t()



.

In a SLP, a simple experiments is the seletion of one lause from all lauses

ontaining a ertain prediate in the head. There is one suh experiment for eah

hoie-point enountered in a SLD-derivation of a ertain query. Therefore, suh

an experiment obviously depends on the results of previous experiments. The

probabilities of simple experiments are one again ombined by simple multipli-

ation. The step of going from the ombined probability spae on SLD-derivations

to a result spae of possible instantiations of the variables in the query, is done by

summing the probability of all refutations whih lead to a partiular instantiation

and then normalizing these sums.

The following SLP gives, for the HMM of �gure 1, the desired distribution on

the instantiation of the output=2 prediate. Note that here we do not need to use

a third argument (the time-point) for out=2 and goto=2.

1 : output(C; T ) : �state(S; T ); out(C; S):

0:5 : state(S; T ) : �T > 0; state(Sprev; T ); goto(Sprev; S):

0:5 : state(s0; 0):

0:2=3 : out(a; s0): 0:9=3 : out(b; s0): 0:3=3 : out(b; s0):

0:8=3 : out(b; s0): 0:1=3 : out(; s0): 0:7=3 : out(; s0):

0:7=3 : goto(s0; s0): 0:8=3 : goto(s1; s1): 1=3 : goto(s2; s2):

0:3=3 : goto(s0; s1): 0:2=3 : goto(s1; s2):

Transforming a SLP to an ICL-program, requires onstruting a random-statement

for eah possible SLD-hoie-point. Therefore, we need to add an extra argument

to the atoms, allowing us to di�erentiate between di�erent \alls" of the same

atom. Then, we need to add a random-statement for eah prediate, ontaining

an atom for eah lause with that prediate in its head. These atoms are added to

the bodies of the orresponding lause, suh that this lause an only by \used"

if it is hosen. Finally, the sum of the probabilities of all worlds whih ontain a

spei� ground instantiation of a prediate p=n, divided by the sum of the prob-

abilities of all worlds ontaining some instantiation of p=n, gives the semantis of

the SLP.

Due to SLPs type 1 nature and the tight oupling of its semantis to SLD

resolution, it is urrently not lear whether and how one an transform ICL-

programs to SLPs.

5 Conlusions and Future Work

In setion 3, we presented a general \framework" for probabilisti logi program-

ming formalisms. In setion 4, we showed how a probabilisti generalization of

abdutive logi programming (ICL) and a �rst-order generalization of Bayesian

networks (BLP) and of stohasti ontext-free grammars (SLP) �t into this view.

This allowed us to see past super�ial di�erenes in terminology and presentation

and learly determine the di�erenes and similarities between them. ICL uses a



simple set of experiments, but has a omplex mapping from ombined probability

spae to its \result spae". A BLP de�nes a more omplex set of experiments, but

its semantis is simply the ombined probability spae. A SLP also has a omplex

set of experiments and, in addition to this, its semantis maps the ombined prob-

ability spae to a distribution over instantiations of the query, giving it its typial

type 1 harateristis. In ombining the probabilities of simple experiments, all

these formalisms resort to assuming independene by default. We were also able

to study equivalenes between these formalism. ICL turned out to be the most

general, with it being possible to represent both BLPs and SLPs in this formalism.

Conversely, de�nite ICL programs an be transformed to BLPs, but the situation

with SLPs is less lear.

While we ould not, due to spae restritions, make this framework or our

omparison of the formalisms mathematially preise, nor o�er a fully omplete

view of the domain, we do believe that the work presented here already shows that

doing so in future work would o�er an even more signi�ant ontribution.
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